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Abstract—Due to the practicalness of physical education (PE) teaching, the computer-assisted instruction (CAI) in PE can deepen students’ understanding through visual teaching methods. The purpose of this paper is to study the development and implementation of CAI system in PE. To this end, based on hardware such as campus network and internet, B/S/D three-layer system was adopted in this paper as the system architecture, and ASP.NET technology was used to realize system functions. The research results show that the system is divided into four parts: the teaching resource module, the online Q&A module, the coursework module and the exam module according to the system requirements analysis. Then, taking the system login, teacher module and system test module as examples, the system operation process was designed in detail to achieve its specific functions. This re-search enriches the theoretical and practical research results of CAI system in PE and promotes the reform of physical education teaching mode.
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1 Introduction

The rapid development of computer technology, Internet technology and network technology has brought about fundamental changes in the teaching model, breaking the limitations of traditional teaching in time and space, and enhance the communication between teachers and students and between students [1]. Physical education (PE) is a highly practical and typical bilateral teaching activity [2]. Through visualized teaching methods, students’ understanding can be deepened. Therefore, in order to adapt to more advanced PE training and teaching, more and more research scholars conduct research on network and CAI system in PE.

More cases of using network and CAI system in PE can be retrieved at home and abroad. The development of foreign computer and network technology has taken a long time. As early as the mid-1980s, colleges and universities in the United States strongly advocated computer-assisted instruction (CAI) and have been committed to network development [3]. At present, the United States has made great achievements
in the system function, theoretical basis and production process construction of the PE multimedia network teaching platform, playing a leading role in the world [4]. The UK attaches great importance to the development of multimedia PE network teaching; teachers and students can make full use of the rich teaching resources on the network by means of multimedia teaching, and realize online and offline communication, thus improving students’ enthusiasm and teaching effect [5]. In recent years, China’s research on CAI system in PE has also made great progress. Zhang Wei of Daqing Petroleum Institute pointed out the inevitability of the network education model in physical education curriculum [6]; Wang Lijun et al. through study on network situation in PE teaching, considered that CAI has the characteristics of interaction and individuality in the network environment [7]; Xu Yu carried out research on the quality management standards of PE network courses [8]; Han Ming explored the development and implementation of the CAI system in PE and proposed effective solutions [9]. Thus, it’s found that although the theoretical basis of CAI system in PE in China’s network environment is relatively sufficient, the computer-assisted instruction in physical education courses of many colleges and universities are still lagging behind [10]. ASP.NET is a general-language-based program architecture developed by Microsoft Corporation, which can simplify the development of dynamic Web pages for CAI system in PE [11].

Through the above analysis, this paper briefly introduces ASP.NET technology, and selects the B/S/D three-layer system as the system architecture after the comparative analysis of C/S and B/S structure. Based on system user requirements and functional requirements analysis, the system is divided into: teaching resource module, online Q&A module, coursework module and exam module, and the functions of each module are also introduced in detail. Then, taking the system login, teacher module and system test module as examples, the detailed design of the system operation process is carried out to realize its specific functions.

2 Relevant Theory of System Design

2.1 System mode selection

**C/S structure**: The C/S structure consists of two parts: client and server. It is a two-tier architecture mode, Figure 1 shows the C/S bilayer architecture. The task of the client is to provide the user request to the server program, while the server receives the request from the client program and then returns it to the client program after processing [12].
**B/S structure:** The C/S structural mode has the problems such as the poor scalability, low processing efficiency with the large number of computers, large post-maintenance work-load, and high cost. In order to solve these problems, there appears the B/S structure mode, that is, add new application server between the database and the database serve to form a three-layer structure [13]. Figure 2 shows the three-layer structure of the B/S structure.

**System mode selection:** In this paper, the three-layer structure mode consisting of Browser/Web Server/DBMS Server was selected to develop a computer-assisted instruction system in physical education, which has the advantages of simple use, good extensibility and easy maintenance [14]. Figure 3 shows the structure of the three-layer structure mode of Browser/Web Server/DBMS Server. The teacher saves the relevant PE teaching resources and learning materials to the relevant homepage through the server side of the database. After receiving the user’s request, the web server retrieves the corresponding content in the database through ODBC and feeds back to the user. Thus, only by a computer connected to network, the students can learn by accessing the web server of the CAI system, and also realize online discussion and query functions etc.
2.2 ASP.NET technology

Interactivity is the focus of CAI system in PE, so it becomes critical to build dynamic web pages [15]. ASP.NET technology is the general-language-based program architecture developed by Microsoft Corporation. Compared with the existing development model, ASP.NET technology has more powerful support tools. It has great advantages in simple server operating environment, great adaptability, customization and scalability, easy operation, and high execution efficiency, which simplifies the development of dynamic Web pages. In addition, ASP.NET provides built-in objects such as Request, Response, Page, Serve, etc., meeting the need for page information carrier and specific state management [16]. Therefore, ASP.NET technology was selected as the environment for system application development in this paper. Figure 4 shows the structure of the .NET Framework.
3 Development and Implementation of Computer-Assisted Instruction in Physical Education Based on ASP.NET Technology

3.1 System requirements analysis

User requirements analysis: The design of CAI system in PE should follow the principle of informatization, highlight the teaching objectives and teaching content, fully embody the importance of the situation in the learning process, highlight the student’s dominant position, and focus on the collaborative learning environment. In the end, it can achieve the purpose of improving the students’ interest in learning, facilitating the communication between teachers and students and between students, and enabling teachers to master their learning situation, and timely adjusting the curriculum plan and teaching methods.

Functional requirements analysis: According to the user requirements analysis of the system, the system should meet the following functions, as shown in Figure 5:

- To ensure the students’ participation in system design, it’s necessary to first motivate the learner's motivation, then realize the organic combination of independent

![System function requirement map](image-url)
learning and cooperative learning, and finally arrange and organize the learning content from the perspective of learners.

- The course content of CAI system in PE system must meet the needs of value, the choice of teaching content should focus on the combination of fundamentality and enlightenment, so that learners can choose their own learning content according to their own situation and the teaching content can be presented to learners through the multimedia methods such as audio, video, graphics, etc.
- The system should meet the requirements of real-time interaction and non-real-time interaction, virtual human interaction and real-human interaction, active control and passive control.

3.2 Overall system design

System architecture design: The function of the CAI system in PE based on ASP.NET technology is realized through the exchange of the user’s browser and the application server. Administrators, teachers, and students can make requests to the server through a browser installed on the computer, while the server retrieves database information based on user requests and then feeds the results back to the user, Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of a computer-aided physical education system.

![Figure 6. Schematic diagram of computer-aided physical education teaching system](http://www.i-jet.org)

System function module design: Based on the analysis of system user requirements and functional requirements, the CAI system in PE system is divided into four modules: teaching resource module, online Q&A module, coursework module and exam module [17], as shown in Figure 7.

Teaching resource module: Through the teaching resource module, students can browse and inquire about teaching plan, introduction to teachers of different professions, syllabus, PE teaching program and other teaching resources at any time.
Online Q&A module: The online Q&A module is the main module for realizing teacher-student interaction. The module includes three sub-modules: BBS, online Q&A, and physical exercise advice. Students can use this module to communicate with teachers and students in real time for problems in learning, while the teachers can give advance for physical exercise to students based on the student’s physical exercise advice module.

Coursework module: The coursework module includes theoretical work and practical homework. The teacher can use this module to manage the student’s classroom work and homework assignments. The submodule of theoretical work is based on the teaching syllabus and plan, including the knowledge and technical action essentials in each PE class, which is convenient for students to view at any time; the submodule of the practical homework is to specify the specific methods and number of exercises mainly for the knowledge required for the PE theory class, helping students master the content they have learned.

Examination module: Teachers can upload relevant test scoring standards through this module. Students conduct theoretical tests through this module; teachers give score, and also publish the test scores through this module for students’ inquiry.

Fig. 7. System function module design
3.3 Detailed design and implementation of the system

User login interface design and implementation: System users include three categories: administrator, teacher, and student. No matter which type of user, they need to register for the first time. Each time one enters the system interface, they cannot enter the system directly. Whereas, they need to enter the relevant account name and password and pass the verification before you can log in to the system interface under the related authority, Figure 8 shows the system login process, and Figure 9 shows the system login interface.

Detailed design and implementation of the teacher application module: Teachers can access the teacher application module through the computer to manage the course, courseware and homework by the operations of viewing, adding, deleting, and modifying, etc. Figure 10 shows the function of the teacher management system of the CAI system in PE system, Figure 11 shows the teacher adding the teaching content interface.
Detailed design and implementation of the PE examination module: Different from other courses, PE is a very practical subject. Therefore, the examination form of PE is divided into two parts: theoretical examination and practical examination. For practical examinations, students can systematically check relevant standards of technical movements and project quality scores. Besides, mastering certain PE theory knowledge is also one of the PE teaching objectives stipulated in the PE syllabus. Therefore, the system has also designed the theoretical examination module in detail.

The teacher uploads the exam questions through the teacher management interface. Figure 12 shows the interface where the teacher can add to the exam questions. After entering the correct user name and password, students can conduct the exam in the PE theory exam module. The exam questions are randomly assigned by the system. Students should complete the answer within the specified time, and the system will make auto prompting five minutes earlier. The system will automatically submit the exam paper when time is up, so that students cannot view it again. After the exam, the system will automatically display the students’ exam scores and list of wrong questions. Figure 13 shows the flow chart of the PE theory exam.
4 Conclusion

Based on the hardware of campus network and internet etc., this paper studies the development and implementation of CAI system in PE system. The specific conclusions are as follows:

Through the comparative analysis of C/S and B/S structure modes, the B/S/D three-tier system was finally selected as the system architecture;

Based on the analysis of system user requirements and functional requirements, the system is divided into four modules: teaching resource module, online Q&A module, coursework module and exam module, and the functions of each sub-module were introduced in detail;

Taking the system login, teacher module and system test module as examples, the detailed design of the system operation process was conducted, and ASP.NET technology was adopted to realize various functions of the system.
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